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This study is intended to compare an actual wedding dress being made 

completely through 3D software, and compare it with an actual dress of a 

real model by using collective tools for comparative analysis. The method of 

the study was conducted via a literature review along with the production of 

the dresses. In the production, two wedding dresses for the small wedding 

ceremony were designed. Each of the design was made into both 3D and an 

actual garment. The results are as follows. First, the 3D whole body scanner 

reflects the measure of the exact human body size, however there were 

some difficulties in matching what the customer wanted, because the 

difference of the skin color and the hair style. Second, the pattern of the 

dress is much more easily altered than it was in the real production. Third, 

the silhouette of the virtual and the actual person with the dress was nearly 

the same. Fourth, textile tool was much more convenient because of the use 

of real-time rendering on the virtual dresses. Lastly, the lace and biz 

decoration were flat, and the luster was duller than in reality. Prospectively, 

the consumer will decide their own design of variety through the use of the 

avatar without wearing the actual dresses, and they would demand what the 

another one desired, different from the presented ones by making the 

corrections by themselves. Through this process, the consumer would be 

actively participating in the design, a step which would finally lead to the 

two way designing rather than the one way design of present times.
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. IntroductionⅠ

Due to its advantages that efficiency and safety are 

high and it is not subject to environmental constraints, 

computer simulation technology is used in various fields 

such as medical treatment, tourism, aerospace, military, 

education, and games etc. In the garment industry, the 

2D clothing CAD system was introduced in all fields 

ranging from costume design, textile design, pattern 

making, grading, and cutting. Recently, research and 

development are underway in various directions 

including body measurement using 3D digital 

technology, 3D costume simulation, and virtual fitting 

etc. Characterized by the efficiency of the 

production-sales process, accurate and intuitive 

communication, this 3D digital technology is expected 

to play a leading role in the clothing industry in the 

future.

  In wedding dress, the symbolism and aesthetics of 

marriage with loved one have been used as main design 

elements. However, as the style of wedding ceremony, 

which has recently been focused on form and 

appearance, has gradually changed to practicality(Oh, 

2016), consumers' awareness of wedding dress is 

changing significantly. According to the Research 「

Report on the Awareness related to Marriage Culture」

investigated by Trend Monitor in 2017, the preference 

for small wedding is increasing year by year(Embrain, 

2017), so practical wedding dresses with both aesthetics 

and economic feasibility are gaining popularity. 

Therefore, there is a need for a new system that can 

increase consumers’ satisfaction by shortening 

production and sales processes to increase efficiency and 

reducing fitting time, due to waste of resources and 

time and economic problems caused by complicated 

manufacturing processes. 3D digital technology is 

expected to play a big role in the development of small 

wedding in the future because it can shorten product 

production time and fitting time and reduce production 

cost significantly. 

  Looking at previous studies on digital clothing, in “A 

study on the utilization of digital clothing as clothing 

sample making in apparel production”, Ko(2009) 

reproduced the actual products of women's wear brand 

as digital clothing to evaluate the reality and accuracy 

of digital clothing in order to identify whether digital 

clothing has a value to substitute for actual clothes in 

the prototype production process. As a result, it was 

found that the colors and materials of the 3D clothes 

are different from the actual clothes and the silhouettes 

are reproduced similarly. In “A study on fashion design 

development utilizing digital clothing”, Woo(2009) 

showed that DTP is easier and more efficient than 

existing methods in the development of textile printing 

clothes through actual development examples. In “A 

study on representation of the virtual clothing materials 

using a digital clothing program”, Kim(2009) compared 

and analyzed the differences in material properties 

between the virtual clothes and the actual clothes by 

using DC Suite and Maya digital clothing program and 

showed that there are differences in the shape, texture, 

and color clarity between the virtual clothes and the 

actual clothe. In “A study of wedding dress design by 

3D computer graphics” Lee(2013) made a wedding 

dress using 3D digital technology and compared it with 

a real costume. And the results showed that the 

expression of pleats and trimming decoration is 

excellent, but the wide silhouette cannot be expressed 

by 3D, and corsage and applique decoration techniques, 

double material and beads are difficult to express and 

the expression of gloss is not enough. Among books, 

expert in this field and professor Ko(2015) explained in 

detail how to make and use virtual clothes in a book 

named “Introduction to digital clothing”.

  As shown above, the research of making and 

studying clothing using digital clothing technology and 

analyzing its practicality is going on steadily, but there 

are only a few theses of studying wedding dress. Since 

wedding dresses have large panels and pleats and use 

unique materials such as lace and silk, when they are 

implemented in 3D, there is a great possibility of 

different results from general clothing research, requiring 

separate research. In addition, several papers suggest a 

complementary point of digital clothing technology. 
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While 3D digital simulation is rapidly supplementing the 

disadvantages by adding new functions, there are few 

studies to analyze the newly added functions by 

combining them with clothing making. In addition, 

existing research has produced clothes based on the 

basic avatar model provided by the program, but in the 

actual wedding industry, there is a need to utilize 

avatars that reflect the physical size of the actual model 

when producing customized clothes according to the 

needs of individual consumers, or when creating virtual 

clothes so that various consumers can select the right 

clothes for their body.

  Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine 

how real clothes are reproduced through 3D software 

and review the efficiency and supplement points to 

apply 3D digital technology to the wedding industry by 

putting the virtual clothes created with 3D software on 

the avatar of the same face and body size as the actual 

model and then, comparing and analyzing it with the 

model wearing the actual clothes. 

  The research method is to analyze the previous 

research, news, books, internet data first and to design 

two small wedding dresses that reflect the characteristics 

of the characteristics of currently popular small 

wedding. And then, Scanatic 360 Body 

Scanner-TG1000, a 3D whole body scanner developed 

by Taiwan company TG3D Studio was used to create 

an avatar in 3D space with the numbers obtained by 

scanning the model and the face of the model is 

implemented in 3D space using Facegen developed by 

Physan Co., Ltd. If the avatar of the model is 

completed, DC Suite5.0 is used to create a pattern and  

3D simulation is created by putting two wedding 

dresses on the avatar of the model. Then the plotter is 

used to print out the finished pattern and make a real 

wedding dress. Finally, we are to compare the finished 

virtual clothes with the actual wedding dress to see 

how the silhouette, color, material, and details are 

implemented, and compare the cost and budget in the 

production process to present the efficiency, 

competitiveness, and supplement points of 3D digital 

technology.

. Theoretical BackgroundⅡ

1. Usage Status of 3D Technology in the Clothing Field

With the popularization of 3D technology, 3D 

technology has been introduced in most industries. Also 

in the field of clothing design, 3D technology is used in 

various forms such as magic mirror virtual fitting 

system, virtual fitting service, and digital fashion show.

  The magic mirror virtual fitting system is an 

augmented reality fitting service using 3D interactive 

and a system in which when a person stands in front 

of a large monitor, a camera on the monitor scans the 

person's body and displays it on the monitor, and the 

prepared clothes fit into the scanned body. The 

technology is fast and detects even human movement, 

so when this introduced into the store, customers can 

wear a lot of clothes in a short time and get a preview 

of when they wearing them. However, there are 

disadvantages that it is difficult to utilize in the state 

where the comfortable clothes are worn because the 

border of the clothes the user is wearing is scanned 

instead of the body, and the shape and the pleats of 

the clothes are unnaturally expressed when the user 

moves. Currently, the magic mirror virtual fitting system 

is being developed by many companies around the 

world and has already been commercialized and 

introduced into real clothing stores. Figure 1 shows 

FXMirror_3D Virtual Fitting Solution developed by 

Korean company FXGear installed in a real brand 

store.

  The 3D virtual fitting service provided by the Internet 

shopping mall is a system that puts clothes prepared in 

advance on the avatar of the customer. First, if the 

user enters his/her body size and selects a face shape, 

skin color, and hairstyle, an individual avatar reflecting 

these is created on the site. The clothes and shoes are 

prepared in advance on the site, and the user can 

arbitrarily click on the desired item to put it on the 

avatar, and rotate the product 360 degrees to check the 

appearance of the product. This service has greatly 

relieved the anxiety of consumers who are hesitant 
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because they can not try on clothes during internet 

shopping. This service was also developed as a mobile 

phone application, so consumers can freely coordinate 

clothes images in their avatars anytime and anywhere to 

find out the wearing result and can choose clothes 

comfortably. Figure 2 shows a virtual fitting of an 

online shopping mall developed by the UK company 

Metail.

  The digital fashion show is the application of digital 

clothing technology to existing fashion shows and 

fashion brands or fashion designers use 3D programs to 

hold digital fashion shows and make them as videos. 

Several designers used virtual modeling programs(3DS 

Max and Maya) developed by the American company 

Autodesk to conduct virtual fashion shows. In Korea, 

they also conducted fashion brands and digital fashion 

shows by developing Clo3D and DC Suite5.0, clothing 

simulation programs in Clo3D and Physan. Junghee 

Textile Co., which is the Jeju local company in 2016, 

collaborated with Physan to present R&D products of a 

new planning brand Gla Jeju in ‘2016 Korea Sewing 

Master Festival’ in the form of digital fashion 

show(Figure 3)(Ha, 2016). Here, when the model wears 

real clothes and walks on the stage, it presented a 

unique aesthetic experience to viewers in the form of 

simultaneous transmission of the same clothes as 3D 

video on the rear screen.

  As shown above, 3D technology is widely used in the 

fashion field, and the magic mirror virtual fitting system 

has a disadvantage in that it does not accurately 

Figure 1.
Magic Mirror

(www.fxmirror.net)

Figure 2.
Online Shopping Mall
(https://trymetail.com)

Figure 3.
Digital Fashion Show

(http://blog.naver.com)

represent the feel of the actual clothes, instead of 

reflecting the user's actions because it utilizes an image 

transformation method rather than a 2D pattern. In 

addition, the virtual fitting system provided by the 

shopping mall has the disadvantages that the use of 3D 

makes the actual clothes and the clothes implemented 

in 3D almost identical but the face of the avatar is not 

the consumer's face, so it is difficult to know whether 

the clothes fit well with consumer's face and since only 

fixed images are provided, it is difficult to predict what 

it will look like when taking action. Finally, digital 

fashion shows utilize pre-made 2D patterns to 

accurately express clothes, and in this case, spectators 

can see the physical properties of the fabric, the 

material and the shape of the clothes when the person 

moves, but it takes a long time to implement the 

simulation. In the future, it is necessary to develop a3D 

virtual clothes based on the 2D pattern, and then 

develop a system that can simulate the clothes on the 

customized avatar in real time. 

2. Features of Small Wedding

Marriage is not only the moment of personality 

maturity but the starting point of the family. It is 

characterized by a rite of passage with birth, 

coming-of-age ceremony, and funeral in any culture. 

Wedding is a ritual that includes social norms and 

beliefs(Yang, 2016) and every ethnic group has various 

forms of wedding ceremonies and especially, traditional
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marriage reflects the spirit, ideology, culture, history, 

values, and faith of a nation. As the age changed and 

foreign culture was introduced, however, modern 

people's awareness of wedding changed significantly. 

The average wedding cost survey in 2016 showed that 

it costs the average of about 29 million won for 

wedding(Jang, 2017) and some newlyweds judged that 

vain marriage ceremony is unnecessary, and this led to 

the demand for a new wedding ceremony that could 

highlight differentiation at low cost and a wedding 

culture called Small Wedding, which reflects the 

individual's economic situation and preferences and 

pursues psychological satisfaction, appeared.

  Small wedding was first started among entertainers, 

and since the singer Hyo-ri Lee in 2013 invited only 

family members and close friends for simple party style 

small wedding in Jeju Island(Yoo, 2013), many top 

stars have held small wedding. In particular, A famous 

celebrity couple Bin Won and Na-young Lee, in 2015, 

promised marriage simply in the rural fields of 

Jeongseon and became a couple by treating their friends 

to noodles and their marriage which created a lot of 

sensations with the meeting of top stars was a 

ceremony focused only on the sacred meaning of 

marriage itself(Cho, 2016). In the same year, A model 

Sae-rom Kim and Chan-oh Lee also invited only 

family members to small wedding in the 

restaurant(“Chan-ho Lee and Sae-rom Kim have a 

simple wedding ceremony”, 2015). Since then, actors 

Jae-hyun Ahn and Hye-sun Goo, singer Rain and 

actress Tae-hee Kim, singer Hyun-ah Moon, singer 

Yu-ri Sung and broadcaster Na-young Kim had small 

weddings.

  As this new form of marriage is open to the public, 

small wedding is also popular among ordinary persons 

who recognize this as positive. The result of a survey 

on marriage awareness recently conducted by an 

employment portal Job Korea for 743 office workers in 

their 20s and 30s showed that 87.6% of the workers 

are willing to hold a small wedding(J. Kim, 2017). The 

children of politicians and entrepreneurs or entertainers 

also prefer small weddings, and the preference for small 

weddings is high especially in young soon-to-be 

married couples seeking special and meaningful 

weddings and soon-to-be married couples in 

multicultural families(S. Kim, 2017). Now, Small 

Wedding has become a word of envy, and the trend of 

Small Wedding has had a big impact on the Korean 

wedding industry(S. Kim, 2017).

  Although a small wedding is based on a small 

ceremony, it is a ceremony abandoning the conservative 

notion of the ceremonial process and aiming at the 

meaning of the wedding itself, not just reducing only 

the morphological aspect(Son, 2013). A small wedding 

is held in a party atmosphere to enjoy their time lightly 

according to the order of a ceremony on their own 

while being blessed by family and a few acquaintances 

and talking by renting small places such as restaurants, 

cafes, parks instead of an overly decorated wedding hall 

or expensive buffet(Son, 2013). General weddings leave 

only fatigue rather than memories, whereas the core of 

small wedding is to make memories that will never be 

forgotten in the form differentiated from others(Jang, 

2017), to commemorate a special day at a reasonable 

cost with precious people you want them to attend(Son, 

2013) and to reveal their personality through a free 

form out of sight of others and to focus the gaze only 

on the bride and groom.

3. Wedding Dress Design Trend for Small Wedding

Unlike traditional wedding dresses, lightweight and 

highly active silhouettes are preferred for wedding 

dresses for small wedding. A silhouette that reveals a 

body line like a mermaid silhouette which can give a 

simple and lively image is preferred according to the 

purpose of a small wedding. Originally, it is the 

silhouette that the waist line and the hip line are tight 

and has a mermaid tail shape covering the floor with 

increasing width with rich pleats from the hem line but 

the silhouette used for small wedding is characterized 

by the high activity by being modified to knee length 

as shown in Figure 4 and 5 is a trumpet-shaped 

silhouette spreading from the knee and it is good in 
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Figure 4.

Funny Wedding

(http://blog.naver.com)

Figure 5.
UNE

(http://blog.naver.com)

Figure 6.
Wedding Dress of Hyo-ri Lee
(http://entertain.naver.com)

Figure 7.
Wedding Dress of Na-yeong Lee

(www.hkbs.co.kr)

activity due to less weight, and the cloth hangs 

naturally while walking, giving the impression of 

rhythm and youthfulness. Figure 6 is a simple silhouette 

of the H line. Mainly using thin materials, it is light 

and gives a concise feel without excessive ornaments. 

Although not frequently utilized in general ceremonies, 

It is a silhouette used relatively frequently in small 

weddings. Unlike the X-shaped silhouette of a 

traditional wedding dress, Figure 7, which is the light A 

line, is a silhouette formed by pleating one or two folds 

of a thin and light material and inflating naturally, 

producing a cheerful atmosphere. The mini-dress style 

as shown in Figure 8, which is active and vibrant, is 

also often worn in small weddings due to its free and 

active image.

  The neckline has a significant visual impact and has 

a large impact on the image of the bride and make 

various changes to the dress, so many forms are widely 

used in small weddings. There are many types of 

necklines, but as shown in Figure 4, 5, and 8, bare-top 

neckline or off shoulder neckline is commonly used 

because it has the advantages of highlighting the 

beautiful collarbone and breasts of women and 

emphasizing the waist line. The V neckline as shown 

Figures 6 and 11, which reveals the cleavage deeply, is 

preferred because it has the effect of complementing the

face shape.

  Sleeves are also an important element that 

characterizes wedding dress design, and sleeveless as 

shown in Figure 4, 6, and 8, sophisticated and elegant 

long sleeves as shown in Figure 7, 9 and romantic puff 

sleeves made of thin, transparent mesh or lace as 

shown in Figure 10 are widely used in small wedding 

dresses and bell sleeves and cap sleeves are also 

preferred.

  Since the Queen Victoria wore a white wedding dress 

at the wedding in 1820, white(Choi, 2007), which 

symbolizes the virginity and purity of the bride, has 

been the mainstream as the color of the wedding dress. 

Traditional wedding dresses are still mostly white 

because of the strong lighting in the wedding hall, 

whereas ivory color or beige color expressing its subtle 

tone as it is  under natural light among white systems 

is often used because small weddings are mostly held 

outdoors. In addition to this, subtle chromatic colors 

are used that harmonizes with the outside scenery or 

matches with the ceremony concept. Figure 11 shows 

an ivory wedding dress with a pink gradation at the 

bottom of the skirt, creating a overall soft atmosphere. 

In Figure 12, a soft pink lace dress reminiscent of 

flowers blooming in the spring harmonize with the 

green forest in the background, creating a fairy-tale 
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Figure 8.
Devid’s Bridal

(www.pinterest.co.kr)

Figure 9.
Luyangel

(www.instagram.com)

Figure 10.
Satin

(http://blog.naver.com)

Figure 11.
Lover Bridal

(www.pinterest.co.kr)

Figure 12.
Ming N Jjue

(www.instagram.com)

Figure 13. 
Stelo Fonto

(www.pinterest.co.kr)

Figure 14.
The Wedding Scoop
(www.pinterest.co.kr)

Figure 15.
Wedding Dress from Vogue

(www.pinterest.co.kr)

atmosphere. Figure 13 shows a light green dress in 

harmony with the green forests and green bouquets in 

the background and highlighted the refreshing image of 

a bride. 

  The material of the wedding dress is selected 

according to the image to be expressed. A thin and 

transparent material is mainly used to express clear and 

transparent images and a drape type silk material 

flowing naturally and gently along the lines of the body 

to express a mature image and lace to express elegant 

and delicate romantic images and materials such as

jacquard, brocade, taffeta are used to express classical 

images(Jeon, 2014). In small wedding, various materials 

are used according to the concept of a ceremony, but 

transparent, thin, light materials such as lace, tulle, 

chiffon and organza are mainly used. Especially the lace 

material is most commonly used in small weddings 

because it can complement the body line by designing 

the pattern differently according to the parts of the 

body and create a variety of moods by combining 

various motifs. Figure 14 is characterized by 

see-through by making a dress with a fold of lace and 
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Figure 15 utilized a flower motif and produced a cute 

and unique image through a three-dimensional 

arrangement throughout the dress. As such, small 

weddings are mostly held in outdoor or open spaces, so 

the harmony of the background which becomes the 

place of the wedding and dress color plays an 

important role.

. Design and Production of Wedding Dress for Ⅲ

Small Wedding

1.  Design and Making a Wedding Dress

1) Design Process

Wedding dresses for small wedding are smaller in 

volume and length than traditional wedding dresses and 

are characterized by practical design that you can wear 

comfortably in banquet and everyday life as well as 

highly active style with minimized colorful and 

exaggerated decorations. 

  This study designed two wedding dresses for small 

wedding that reveal the theme of small wedding and 

well match the image of the model and made them 

into virtual clothes and real clothes. After measuring the 

body using 3D technology to create virtual clothes, we 

created an avatar and put the created virtual clothes on 

the avatar of the model and then, examined the aspects 

of dress reproduced through 3D technology by 

comparing and analyzing the appearing wearing the 

actual clothes created using the patterns of virtual 

clothes. In addition, this allowed us to identify the 

development status of computer digital technology in 

the field of clothes simulation and present strengths and 

weaknesses and supplement points by analyzing the 

efficiency and competitiveness when this technology is 

introduced in the wedding industry.

2) Making Process

In order to create an avatar that is the same size as 

the model's body size, Scanatic 360 Body 

Scanner_TG1000 developed by TG3D Studio, a 

company located in Taiwan was used to measure the 

body size of the model. The scanner scans and models 

the human body with infrared rays and shows the 

body sizes required for clothes making in front, side, 

and back of the scanned avatar as a total of 106 items 

as shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18. The scanning time 

is 3 seconds, and there is an error of +/- 1cm 

depending on the posture and breathing when scanned, 

so more information can be obtained in a shorter time 

than measuring manually. The information of avatar, 

which is the result of the scan, is saved in the Cloud 

and can be used whenever necessary. In order to create 

an avatar, we first imported the required body size item 

values, adjusted each item in the Avatar Editor in DC 

Suite5.0 to create a body model as shown in Figure 19, 

and used the front photo of the model face to create 

the 3D face model as shown in Figure 20 through 

Facegen. Then, the skin color of the person in the 

photo was analyzed and the skin color of the avatar 

body part was adjusted to the same color. The avatar 

of the completed model is as shown in Figure 21.

  2D CAD function of DC Suite5.0 was used to make 

3D clothes. The top of Design I and Design II used the 

automatic pattern generation function of DC Suite5.0 to 

import an original pattern that matches the body size 

of the model and produced a pattern corresponding to 

the planned design. For asymmetrical pleated skirt of 

Design I, we attached the pattern obtained by marking 

the number, the angle, and the amount of pleats in a 

manner of draping on 1/2 body to the dedicated 

pattern board of DC Suite5.0 and imported Paper 

Pattern Image in DC Suite5.0 after taking a picture as 

in Figure 22. The imported pattern image was created 

as a CAD pattern in DC Suite5.0 and modified to fit 

the size of the model. The dress hem line of Design Ⅱ 

has a length of the front part covering the floor by 

15cm and the back part sagging long by 50cm and we 

processed the hem line as a curve to show this shape 

well and used the gather function to create a 

corrugated panel. Then, the finished panel was placed 

in the 3D window and the sewing was designated, and 

then the simulation was carried out. And then, 

considering the physical properties of the fabric, the 
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Figure 16. Body Measurements p.1
(https://mtm.tg3ds.com)

thickness, we adjusted the thickness, weight, flexibility, 

and elasticity of each panel so that the silhouette of the 

dress appeared similar to the actual cloth. Particularly, 

in order to show the rich pleats of the dress close to 

the real thing, we worked on releasing the twisted part 

in Vertex mode. After the simulation was completed, 

the photo of the fabric sample was edited in Photoshop 

to make an image and then the image was applied to

the panel to adjust the size and position to match the 

pattern size of the real fabric. If the design needs to be 

modified, the result can be checked in 3D directly by 

modifying the 2D pattern in the program. This was 

used to adust and modify the dress length, neckline 

shape, skirt width, etc.

  After completing the simulation, we work on the 

textiles. Actual fabric photos are adjusted and edited in 
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Figure 17. Body Measurements p.2
(https://mtm.tg3ds.com)

Figure 18. Body Measurements p.3
(https://mtm.tg3ds.com)
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Figure 19.
DC Suite5.0, Avatar Editor

Figure 20.
Facegen, Face Modeling

Figure 21.
Avatar

Figure 22.

Paper Pattern Capture
Figure 23.

DC Suite, Plot Manager
Figure 24.

Cutting Plotter

Photoshop, saved as image files, imported from the 

sprite browser of DC Suite5.0 and applied to the panel. 

DC Suit5.0 has a real-time rendering function, so we 

can check the results immediately when working work 

with textiles and can freely rotate the work at any 

angle in 3D space, making the work convenient. In 

addition, the shader function was used to adjust the 

items such as gloss and reflectivity of the panel. In 

particular, to express the texture of translucent mesh, 

we applied textile to the panel and set transparency 

similar to the actual.

  In order to make real clothes, we checked the 

completed pattern using the Plot function of DC 

Suite5.0(Figure 23) and included the inner line. Then, 

using Cutting Plotter CE5000-120AP(Figure 24) 

produced by Kstech Co. Ltd. we printed it out as a

paper pattern. In DC Suite5.0, we arranged the 

patterns, measured the amount of fabric required, and 

purchased the required amount of fabric. After making 

the basic shape of the actual dress with the paper 

pattern output by the plotter, we finally decorated it 

with beads, pearls, ribbons and embroidery. In order to 

express these ornaments in virtual clothes, we created 

the same textile as the patterns and ornaments used in 

the actual clothes were by Photoshop, and entered them 

into DC Suite5.0 to reproduce them in 3D clothes.

  After the 3D dress and the actual dress are 

completed, the front, side, and rear capture screens of 

the virtual design worn by the 3D model and the 

actual clothes photos of the actual model are compared 

and reviewed on the basis of silhouette, color, material, 

detail and production time and cost.
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2. Explanation of Work

1) DesignⅠ

Design I(Figure 25, 26) is a three-piece dress designed to 

match two skirts with one top according to the purpose 

of small wedding that pursues practicality. White is used 

to symbolize chastity and jacquard fabric and soft mesh 

were used as fabric.

  The top consisted of two folds with a bustier inside 

and the outside of the bustier consisted of a stretchy 

white translucent mesh roll sleeves round neckline. The 

front plate of the mesh was decorated with leaves and 

roses with white beads. This top has a high practicality 

because it can be worn in special occasions as well a s 

at normal times by coordinating with jeans and other  

Figure 25.

Design SketchⅠ 

Figure 26.

Design SketchⅠ 

Figure 27.
Design Virtual Clothing 1Ⅰ 

Figure 28.
Design Virtual Clothing 2Ⅰ 

skirts.

  The first skirt(Figure 27, 29) to match with the top is 

a pleated skirt, with a asymmetrical configuration with 

longer back than the front. Pleats has a lot of pleats 

and a large angle to make people feel gorgeous and rich. 

This skirt is highly active, so it can be worn at parties, 

banquets, and holidays as well as at the wedding.

  The second skirt(Figure 28, 30) is an A-line mesh 

skirt suitable for a small wedding ceremony. It is a light 

skirt that is not bulky and whose length reaches the 

bottom. A simple design without separate decoration 

shows a pure and simple atmosphere. In addition, the 

back placket is fitted with a hook so as to be easily 

detachable.
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Figure 29.
Design Actual Dress 1Ⅰ 

Figure 30.
Design Actual Dress 2Ⅰ 

Figure 31.
Design Sketch 1Ⅱ 

Figure 32.
Design Sketch 2Ⅱ 

2) DesignⅡ

The silhouette of Design II(Figure 31, 32) is a mermaid 

line in which the female body line is the most obvious 

and is made of two pieces that can be attached and 

detached by hooking the flare part to the bottom of 

the tight mini one piece dress. The lace, the material of 

this dress, used the three-dimensional race of the 

flower pattern. In order to reveal the beauty of the 

back line on the V neckline that matches the face type 

of the model, the back neck line is deep and 

transparently wrapped to show the feminine beauty. On 

top of this, we added a pearl decoration to suit the 

wedding atmosphere, creating a romantic atmosphere. 

The length goes down to the center of the thigh and

the natural line of the edge of the lace was utilized 

without cutting the hem line straight(Figure 33, 35).

  For the tail part flare of detachable mermaid 

silhouette, ivory colored mesh with pearl was used to 

reveal the splendor of the one piece dress. The front 

length of the flare is 90cm long and the back length is 

160cm long, and the train hung long on the floor and 

the width was also composed of an elliptical shape 

that gradually gets wider toward the back(Figure 34, 

36).

  Design II was designed to be a wedding dress for 

small wedding that fits for wedding photography or 

wedding dress when attaching flare under knee and to 

be a light lace dress often worn in everyday life when 
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Figure 33.

Design Virtual Clothing 1Ⅱ 

Figure 34.

Design Virtual Clothing 2Ⅱ 

Figure 35.

Design Actual Dress 1Ⅱ 

Figure 36.

Design Actual Dress 2Ⅱ 

removing flare. Comparing with the fact that a typical 

wedding dress is only worn at the wedding ceremony 

and not used in everyday life, this design can be said 

to be an economical and practical design in that it can 

be used variously in everyday life after the ceremony.

. Comparative Evaluation of Ⅳ

Virtual Clothes and Real Wedding Dresses

In the virtual clothes making using the 3D program, 

the length and the angle of the clothes were displayed 

on the screen, so it was easy to adjust the numerical 

value or to draw the curve, and it was possible to 

envisage more various designs because this can be easily 

changed by simply adjusting the numerical value when

changing the design. Also, when making the drawn 

pattern into actual clothes, it is possible to shorten the 

process of making the sample by checking in real time 

through simulations without having to baste to see the 

shape. Especially, in case of lace dress of Design , it Ⅱ

is necessary to cut the material according to the pattern 

of lace when fabricating actual clothes, and the process 

of reattaching was shortened because the pearls on the 

lace fall and need to be reattached in the process of 

cutting the neckline or the sleeve line, while you just 

need to find the pattern of the lace in Photoshop and 

connect it to the shape of the panel through the lace 

photos in 3D clothes and 3D decorations are also 

designed and combined with Photoshop on a computer. 

Therefore, unlike taking a long time to produce a 
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actual dress, no special tools or materials were needed 

to make a virtual dress, and the production period was 

only about a week, so efficiency and economy were 

high. In addition, the paper pattern printed out using 

the plotter after the completion of the design had no 

error, so it was possible to accurately measure the 

material cost of the actual costume, thereby preventing 

the waste of the material.

  However, since it is not possible to actually drape in 

3D, there was a disadvantage that a paper pattern 

obtained by actual draping should be scanned and 

reproduced on a computer to express a pleated skirt 

like Design I. And when the skirt of the wedding dress 

is long and covers the floor, the shape of the hemline 

of the skirt does not expand into a round shape 

naturally and the pleats are twisted, and the pleats 

should be smoothed out on the computer. The shape of 

the dress hem hanging on the floor was also easy to 

adjust by adjusting the length through the simulation, 

but it took a lot of time to shape the pleats. In 

addition, the implementation time is prolonged as the 

pattern occupies a large area during the simulation, and 

pleats are more, and this point will need to be 

supplemented later.

  Comparing virtual and actual clothes in terms of 

silhouette, color, material, and detail, it was found that 

the position of the silhouette matches the size, length, 

neckline shape, shoulder line, and waist and hip of 

virtual and actual clothes. Looking at the bottom of 

Design I, the length of the pleated skirt grows naturally 

longer toward the back(The front side is above the 

knee and the back side is the middle position of the 

calf) and this point was expressed in the same way as 

the actual one. In particular, the pleats angle and shape 

of the pleated skirt, which was difficult to express in 

3D, could be reproduced as they are. Also in the long 

mesh skirt of bottom 2, the length from the waist to 

the bottom of the avatar was implemented accurately. 

The skirt 1 of Design II was implemented as the middle 

length of the thigh, and the actual clothes was the 

same as that of the thigh of the model. The silhouette 

of the pleated flare of the skirt 2 and the length of the 

train stretched to the floor also matched the real thing 

exactly. Also, in the previous studies, it was pointed 

out that the silhouette of wide clothes is not 

implemented exactly in 3D. In this study, however, it 

was found that the virtual clothes that matches the 

actual dress and the drape can be made by the newly 

added physical property function. However, since the 

area of the panel is large, the work for implementing 

the shape is more complicated than the work of 

actually pulling by hand. Especially when the wedding 

dress is designed to cover the floor or hang on the 

floor, it took a lot of time and labor to simulate the 

pleats with vertex pulled and secured to properly shape 

and unfold and then, release fixed vertex again. 

  In both designs, the overall color of the dress is 

darker in virtual clothes than the actual clothes. The 

colors can be expressed to be similar to the actual 

clothes because photos of real materials can be used or 

colors can be specified arbitrarily but even though 

textiles and shaders were adjusted to be similar to the 

actual fabric, there was a big difference between the 

real thing and brightness. This is because in DC 

Suite5.0, there is only one lighting in front of the space 

where DC Suite5.0's rendering environment is empty, so 

in the case of white fabric, the front side receiving the 

light is brighter than the actual side and the side· rear 

part not receiving the light is made darker than the 

actual one. It is impossible to control the light in 3D 

space of DC Suite5.0. Even though the shader function 

is utilized, it is not possible to accurately implement the 

gloss and the reflection angle, and the color is darker 

than the actual color and this seems to have been more 

noticeable in wedding dresses in which gloss and 

reflection angle are important. In the future, it may be 

necessary to supplement the program so that users can 

control the lighting.

  DC Suite5.0 has the ability to control properties, so 

if the actual fabric weight, elasticity, flexibility, bending 

stiffness, and other values were entered, the pleats and 

drape shapes could be expressed in a similar manner to 

the real thing. Especially, the pattern and luster of the 

textiles and texture of the Jacquard material and the 
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lace fabric could be realized into a shape almost similar 

to the real thing by using the shader function. In 

addition, the unnatural expression of translucent 

materials has been problematic and in DC Suite5.0, the 

Order-Independent Transparency function complemented, 

enabling translucent materials to be expressed naturally. 

However, the actual mesh material has a thin and soft 

physical property, so that the fine pleats can be made 

abundantly. In 3D, pleats were entangled and angles 

were generated, so there was a difference from the real 

thing when looking close.

  Lace ornaments or beads ornaments were scanned 

and made into images, then imported in the DC 

Suite5.0 Textile Browser. In 3D, they were implemented 

in a two-dimensional manner, which was slightly 

lacking in stereoscopic effect. In particular, pearls, the 

detail decoration, were similar to the actual thing in the 

front but the side did not reveal the three-dimensional 

feeling, and the gloss was also weakly expressed. These

Table 1. The Comparative Table of Virtual and Actual Wedding Dress

Advantages Disadvantages

Making 
Process

-Easy to adjust due to value  displayed on the 

screen

-Real time checking when design changes

-Shortening of cutting & tacking work

-Easy pattern making; measure accurate fabric 

requirements

-Hassle draping process

-Handwork required due to pleats twisting and 

bouncing

-Longer realization; big & pleated pattern

Silhouette
-Truthful; size, length, shape, line position, angle 

and shape of pleats, matching with the length 

and width of the train on the floor

-Occurrence of entanglement or angulation of fine 

wrinkles

-Fixing Vertex and spreading it again after 

simulation should be repeated 

Color
-Similar colors can be displayed by using photos 

of real material or arbitrarily specifying colors

-Partly brighter or darker than real colors in the 

rendering step

-Overall darker than real colors because the gloss 

or light cannot be implemented correctly

Material
-Truthful; textile, texture, shader etc. due to the 

property control function  
-Unnatural fine wrinkles; in case of mesh material

Detail
-Quick implementation by editing the actual 

decoration in Photoshop
-Weak 3D effects and glossy than real decoration

disadvantages have been pointed out continuously in 

previous studies, thus it is necessary to complement the 

3D representation, glittering and brilliance of the 

ornament in future programs.

  Table 1 is the comparative table to summarize the 

advantages and disadvantages of virtual clothes and 

actual clothes.

. ConclusionⅤ

Since the introduction of digital technology into the 

clothing industry, 2D CAD programs have been utilized 

in many ways such as fashion illustrations, graphic 

design, textile design, pattern and grading, and clothing 

design and production stages and 3D technology has 

been widely commercialized through magic mirror 

virtual fitting system, 3D virtual fitting service, and 

digital fashion show etc. As the conservative wedding 

ceremony atmosphere that pursued splendor and formality
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changed into the form of small weddings that reveal 

individual personality and pursue a free atmosphere in 

recent years, the demand for personalized wedding 

dresses is increasing. Therefore, when introducing the 

production method utilizing 3D technology into the 

wedding industry, it is expected that the efficiency and 

economic efficiency will be increased significantly in 

terms of producers because the production time and 

production cost of the actual clothes are reduced and 

that satisfaction will be high in terms of consumer 

because the constraints such as dress fitting time and 

place in traditional wedding industry are solved and 

various designs can be modified.

  This study introduced the computer simulation 

technology into the wedding industry and presented the 

method using the avatar model that allows consumers 

to put wedding dresses in various styles on a virtual 

model made according to their body just as they look 

into a mirror and try on wedding dresses and to 

choose their favorite design.  For this purpose, we 

designed two wedding dresses for small wedding by 

reflecting elements frequently used in existing small 

weddings and made virtual clothes and actual clothes to 

compare and analyze the results. The results are as 

follows:

  First, the 3D full-body scanner accurately reflected 

the body size measurement dimensions, but it was still 

not enough. The body of the avatar was expressed in 

the same manner as the actual person's physique and 

the face was also created similarly to the model, but 

the texture of the skin was unnatural and the hair style 

was fixed, which made it difficult to match with the 

desired clothes. In order to utilize it in the wedding 

industry in the future, it is necessary to improve the 

texture of the skin and add various hair styles.

  Second, there was an efficient advantage in designing 

various designs because the clothes pattern making was 

easier than real and design can be changed easily just 

by adjusting the numerical value and if the 2D pattern 

is modified, the result can be checked directly in 3D. In 

addition, the paper pattern printed out by using the 

plotter has no error, so it is possible to prevent the 

waste of materials when making the actual dress, and 

the production time is shortened, which was much 

more economical. This seems to be a strong point in 

the future when making custom-made wedding dresses. 

However, the following seems necessary to be 

supplemented in the future: Dripping is difficult in 3D, 

elaborate manual work is required to express pleats in 

detail, the larger the panel area and the more the 

pleats, the longer the implementation time.

  Third, the results of virtual clothes simulation showed 

that the silhouette of virtual clothes matches that of 

real clothes. Details including the angle of the curve, 

the length and width of the skirt, and the angle of the 

pleats were also expressed in detail. This is because 

various functions that can adjust the thickness and 

physical properties of the panel, and previous studies 

pointed out that the silhouette of wider clothes is not 

exactly implemented in 3D but this study showed that 

it is possible to create virtual clothes showing similar 

draping to actual dresses.

  Fourth, when working on textiles in virtual clothes, 

the real-time rendering function made it possible to see 

the results immediately and the work can be freely 

rotated at a desired angle in 3D space in the middle of 

production, which made it very convenient for the 

design composition but there was a disadvantage that 

the color is realized darker than the color of real 

clothes due to the rendering environment. As color 

plays an important role in wedding dresses, it is 

necessary to be improved through various methods such 

as adding lighting or adding light control function to 

rendering in the future. The material expression of 

wedding dress was found to be almost similar in virtual 

clothes and real clothes. This also has the advantage of 

expressing the translucent material naturally by using 

the shader function after entering the characteristic 

value of the fabric in the property control function of 

the software.

  Fifth, lace or bead ornaments are flat in virtual 

clothes, and luster was expressed weaker than actual 

clothes. This problem has been continuously raised in 

the previous studies, so it is necessary to complement 
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the stereoscopic effect of decoration and luster in the 

future program.

  This study identified the efficiency of 3D digital 

technology in the wedding industry by comparing 

virtual clothes created using 3D software with actual 

wedding dresses. If 3D digital technology is used in the 

wedding industry, consumers can try various designs 

through avatars without wearing a wedding dress, and 

they can ask the existing virtual clothes to be modified 

to a design that reflects their preference. It is expected 

that the wedding industry will be transformed from the 

existing one-way form to the interactive form in which 

consumers actively participate in the production process. 

Producers can also use 3D digital technology to create 

virtual clothes quickly and economically, greatly 

expanding the choice of design, and it is judged that 

the time and economic efficiency will be high in 

producing actual clothes. However, the following needs 

to be improved in the future: detailed work is 

time-consuming, there is a big difference in 

implementation time depending on the pattern, color 

and the material, the representation of the 3D 

ornaments are somewhat different from the real thing 

etc. Thus, it is necessary to develop additional 

technology to make virtual clothes more easily and 

quickly through 3D digital technology in the future and 

to add various detailed functions so that virtual clothes 

can be expressed like actual ones.
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